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Abstract
Consider nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine that on input x outputs a 3× 3 matrix with
entries from {−1, 0, 1} on each of its paths. Deﬁne the function fwhere f(x) is the upper left entry in the product
of all these matrices (in an order of the paths to be made precise below). We show that the class of func-
tions f computable as just described is exactly the class FPSPACE of integer-valued functions computable
by polynomial-space Turing machines. Along the way we obtain characterizations of FPSPACE in terms of
arithmetic circuits and straight-line programs.
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1. Introduction
The class PSPACE of languages accepted by deterministic polynomial-space Turing machines
has a remarkable characterization in terms of bottleneck machines [4]: take an arbitrary regular
language B whose syntactic monoid is not solvable; for example let B consist of those sequences of
permutations on 5 elements thatmultiply out to the identity. Then, for every language L ∈ PSPACE
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there is a nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine that, given any input word x, produces
as output a symbol fromaﬁxed alphabet on eachof its paths. Take thewordobtainedby concatenat-
ing these symbols from left to right (in some ﬁxed order of paths, e.g., the one induced by the order of
nondeterministic choices in the machines transition table) and call it the leaf string ofM on input x.
Then, x ∈ L iff the leaf string ofM on x belongs toB. This characterization—essentially a translation
version of Barrington’s seminal characterization of NC1 by bounded-width branching programs
[1] into the context of alternating polynomial-time Turing machines—is referred to as “bottleneck”
characterization, since we can cut up a PSPACE computation into polynomial-time slices (namely,
the computations of the single paths of an NPTM) such that each of these subcomputations passes
only a constant amount of information through a bottleneck to its right neighbor (the state of
a ﬁnite automaton, or an element from S5). Because the leaf string of an NTM is central in this
approach, it is also referred to as the leaf language characterization of PSPACE [7], see also [11,17].
This paper arose from the search for a similar characterization of the class FPSPACE of all
(integer-valued) functions computable in polynomial space. We were looking for a simple function
F, such that for every h ∈ FPSPACE there is a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine
M with the property that for every input word x, the value h(x) is the value of F applied to the leaf
string of M on x.
Being a little bit more general, given any function F that evaluates leaf strings (we call F a leaf
function), deﬁne the class F -FP as the class of all functions h for which there is a NPTM M such
that h(x) equals the value of F applied to the leaf string of M(x) (a more formal deﬁnition is given
in Sect. 2). The question now is if there is a “simple” leaf function F such that FPSPACE = F-FP.
F should be “multiplication like” in the sense that each path contributes some ﬁnite information
that is “multiplied” to the result obtained from the path to the left, and the “product” obtained as
a result of this multiplication will then be propagated to the path to the right.
From the leaf language characterization of the (language) class PSPACE, it is actually not too
hard to conclude that there is a ﬁnite automaton that, given a leaf string as input, can compute the
output of the corresponding FPSPACE-function:
Theorem 1. There is a ﬁnite automaton M with output such that for the function fM computed by M ,
we have: fM -FP = FPSPACE.
A proof for this Theorem is given in Section 4.
However, we were not satisﬁed with the result just given. It is very much of a formal language
theoretic nature, and does not address the nice algebraic properties that the class FPSPACE shares.
A paper by Richard Ladner [10] shows that the class FPSPACE coincides with the counting class
#APTIME. Say that a proof tree of an alternating Turing machine M is a minimal edge-induced
subtree of the computation tree of M that proves that M accepts its input, in the same vein as an
accepting path of a nondeterministic machine proves that the machine accepts its input (a formal
deﬁnition is given in Section. 2). Now, a function f belongs to #APTIME if there is an alternating
polynomial-time machine M such that, for every x, f(x) equals the number of proof trees of M
working on input x.
Counting proof trees of alternating machines corresponds in a nice way to evaluating arithmetic
circuits over the natural numbers; hence Ladner’s result indirectly yields a nice algebraic charac-
terization of PSPACE. It was our goal to obtain a leaf function characterization of FPSPACE that
uses the spirit of Ladner’s result. We obtained the following:
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Theorem 2. Let F be the function that, given a sequence of 3× 3 matrices with entries from {−1, 0, 1},
multiplies out this sequence and outputs as result the upper left entry in the product. Then,F-FP =
FPSPACE.
The proof of this result relies on a stronger characterization of FPSPACE in terms of counting
functions than the one given in Ladner’s paper [10].We ﬁrstmove to the slightlymore general setting
of polynomial space Turing machines that compute integer valued functions, i.e., we allow negative
values, and show that this class coincides with the class of functions that can be obtained as differ-
ences of two functions counting proof trees of alternating machines. Then, we combine relations
amongalternatingTuringmachines, arithmetic circuits over the integers, and straight-lineprograms.
Our main result then follows by expressing the computation of a straight-line program in terms of
multiplication of small-dimensional matrices. Along the way, we thus obtain characterizations of
FPSPACE using all these different computation models; e.g., we show that FPSPACE-functions
are exactly those that can be computed by exponential size straight-line programs that use only 3
registers.
Galperin and Wigderson [6] investigated problems whose instances are not given in the usual
string representation but encoded byBoolean circuits. The succinct version of a language L is deﬁned
to be the class of all circuits that encode strings in L. A consequence of our result concerns complete
problems for PSPACE: It follows that multiplication of constant dimension matrices over {−1, 0, 1}
is complete for PSPACE if the matrices are presented in a succinct way.
In the next section, we introduce the different computation models we use in this paper: counting
Turing machines, leaf functions, arithmetic circuits, straight-line programs, and matrix programs.
The latter three are nonuniform models—hence we have to look for an appropriate notion of uni-
formity. Our main result holds for a very strict uniformity condition which we call full binary tree
uniformity. Section 3 then contains the proof of Theorem 2 making use of a number of simulations
among the different models deﬁned previously.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Complexity classes of functions
We ﬁx the alphabet  = {0, 1}. Since we consider function problems, we deal with determin-
istic Turing machines (TMs) with write-only output tape. Functions computed by these are
functions f :∗ → ∗. Making use of the well-known bijections between ∗ and the sets  of
natural numbers and  of integers, we will, depending on the context, consider Turing machines
computing functions f :∗ →  or f :∗ → . We call the class of all functions f :∗ → 
which can be computed by polynomial-time (space) TMs FP (FPSPACE). Here, the number
of cells used on the output tape does not contribute to the space requirement of the machine;
hence the output of a FPSPACE function may be exponentially long compared to the input
length. The class of functions f :∗ →  computable by PSPACE TMs will be referred to as
FPSPACE+.
Wewillmake use of some counting function classes: for a nondeterministic TMM and input x, de-
ﬁne acc(M , x) to be the number of distinct accepting and rej(M , x) to be the number of distinct reject-
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ing computation paths ofM on x. Deﬁne#PSPACE tobe the class of functionsf :∗ →  forwhich
there is an NPSPACE TMM where f(x) = acc(M , x) for all x. Deﬁne Gap-PSPACE to be the class
of functions f :∗ →  for which there is an NPSPACETMM where f(x) = acc(M , x)− rej(M , x)
for all x.
Now letM be an APTIME TM. An accepting computation tree (or, proof tree) [14] on input x is a
subtree T ′ of the computation tree TM(x) ofM on x whose root is the root of TM(x), whose leaves are
accepting leaves of TM(x) and whose nodes can all be obtained respecting the following conditions:
• Every existential node in T ′ has exactly one successor node in T ′.
• Every universal node in T ′ has all its successors in TM(x) also in T ′.
Deﬁne #(M , x) as the number of different accepting computation trees ofM on input x and deﬁne
#APTIME to be the class of functions f :∗ →  such that there is an APTIME TM M where
f(x) = #(M , x) for all x.
Proposition 3 ([10]). FPSPACE+ = #PSPACE = #APTIME.
In [9] a general framework to describe function classes was introduced, which closely resembles
the leaf language framework, originally introduced to describe complexity classes of sets [3,15]. We
will use a slightly simpliﬁed version, that sufﬁces for our purpose here:
Let  be a ﬁnite alphabet and let  be the set of all ﬁnite vectors (sequences) of elements from
. A leaf function is a function F :→  that evaluates those sequences. (Leaf functions in the
slightly more general setting of [9] were called generators in that paper.) Every leaf function F
deﬁnes the class F -FP as the class of functions f :∗ →  for which there exist polynomial-time
computable functions g:∗ × →  and h:∗ →  such that for all x ∈ , the sequence Sx =
(g(x, 0), g(x, 1), . . . , g(x, h(x))) belongs to  and f(x) = F(Sx). The reader should think of g(x, i) as
the output of some nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machine with input x on path i and
of Sx as the sequence of outputs of that NPTM (i.e., the leaf string ofM(x)) that is evaluated by the
leaf function F .
Let F1 and F2 be two function classes. We deﬁne F1 − F2 to be the class of differences of func-
tions fromF1 andF2, i.e.,
{
f
∣∣ there exist f1 ∈ F1 and f2 ∈ F2 with f(x) = f1(x)− f2(x) for all x }.
(This is not to be confused with F1 \ F2.)
2.2. Nonuniform computation models
2.2.1. Arithmetic circuits
Arithmetic circuits over the integers have input gates with values from {0, 1} and constant gates
0, 1, and −1; their inner nodes are gates which compute addition and multiplication. An arithmetic
circuit with n input gates computes a function f : {0, 1}n →  in the natural way.
Let C = (Cn)n∈ be a family of arithmetic circuits where Cn has n input gates and let s, d :→ 
be functions. We say C is of size s (depth d) if, for every n ∈ , it holds that the number of gates
of Cn is not larger than s(n) (the length of the longest directed path in Cn is not larger than d(n)).
Let F : {0, 1}∗ →  and s, d :→  be functions. We say F ∈ ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(s, d) if there
exists a family C of arithmetic circuits of size s and depth d , such that f(x) = SP|x|(x), for all
x ∈ {0, 1}∗.
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2.2.2. Straight-line programs
An n-input linear bijection straight-line program using m registers is, following Ben-Or and Cleve
[2], a sequenceof instructionsSP = (st)1tl,where each instruction st isofoneof the following forms:
• Rj ← Rj + c ∗ Ri,
• Rj ← Rj − c ∗ Ri,
• Rj ← Rj + xk ∗ Ri,
• Rj ← Rj − xk ∗ Ri,
where i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i /= j, c ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The size of SP is deﬁned to be l.
Suchaprogramcomputes a functionfSP : {0, 1}n → as follows:Let x = x1 · · · xn.At thebeginning
of the computation, registerR1 has as contents the value 1 andall other registers have contents 0.Then
the instructions s1; s2; . . . ; sl are performed in this order, changing the contents of the registers in the
naturalway.Finally, thecontentsof registerR1 is the resultof thecomputation, i.e., thevalueoffSP (x).
Let SP = (SPn)n∈ be a family of straight-line programs and s:→  a function.We say SP is of
size s if, for every n ∈ , it holds that the length of SPn is not larger than s(n). Let F : {0, 1}∗ →  and
s, r:→  be functions.We say F ∈ SLP-SIZE-REG(s, r) if there exists a family SP of straight-line
programsof size s, such thatSPn doesnotusemore than r(n) registers, forwhichholdsf(x) = SP|x|(x),
for all x ∈ .
Earlier, (general) straight-line programs were deﬁned with a less restrictive syntax, allowing arbi-
trary arithmetic expressions over the ring of the integers on the right hand side of the instructions.
Ben-Or and Cleve [2] proved that linear bijection straight-line programs are of the same computa-
tional power than the general model.
2.2.3. Matrix programs
A d-dimensional n-input matrix program is a sequence of d × d matricesMP = (Nt)1tl, where
the entries of each matrix consist of elements of the set {−1, 0, 1} ∪ {x1, . . . , xn,−x1, . . . ,−xn} [5]. The
length of the program is deﬁned to be l.
Such a program computes a function fMP : {0, 1}n →  as follows: Let x = x1 · · · xn. The result of
the computation of MP is
fMP (x) = (1 0 . . . 0) ·
(
l∏
t=1
Nt
)
·


1
0
...
0

 ,
in other words: fMP (x) is the upper left entry of the matrix
∏l
t=1 Nt .
Let MP = (MPn)n∈ be a family of matrix programs and s:→  a function. We say MP is of
size s if, for every n ∈ , it holds that the length of MPn is not larger than s(n). Let F : {0, 1}∗ → 
and s, d :→  be functions. We say F ∈MP-SIZE-DIM(s, d) if there exists a familyMP of matrix
programs of size s, such thatMPn is of dimension d(n), for which holds f(x) = MP|x|(x), for all x ∈ .
2.2.4. Uniformity
One can assign to each computation tree TM(x) of an alternating TMM on input x an arithmetic
circuit CM(x) by doing the following:
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(1) Each existential node of TM(x) is an addition gate in CM(x).
(2) Each universal node of TM(x) is a multiplication gate in CM(x).
(3) Two nodes which are connected by an edge in TM(x) are connected by a wire in CM(x).
(4) If a path of TM(x) is accepting—which means that a 1 is printed on the leaf—the corresponding
gateofCM(x) is a constant gate 1. If a path is rejecting, the correspondinggate is a constant gate 0.
(5) The root of TM(x) is the output gate of CM(x).
It is easy to see that #(M , x) = CM(x). (Note that the circuit does not have any input gates.)
We sayM is circuit preserving ifM produces full binary computation trees TM(x), for which holds
that for all inputs x of equal length the TM(x) are equal except for the leaves, whichmay have different
outputs.
If we want to describe arithmetic circuits with input gates we have to take a look at alternating
transducers. An alternating transducer M on input x describes an arithmetic circuit CM(x) if it pro-
duces only outputs in {−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , |x| + 1} on its leaves. Then the circuit described is as with
TMs but with the following difference:
(4) If, on a leaf of TM(x), the output is a number 2  i  |x| + 1, then the corresponding gate of Cx
will be an input gate labeled xi−1, if it is a number −1  i  1, the corresponding gate will be
a constant gate i.
The value computed by the circuit on input x is CM(x)(x).
If the transducerM produces identical computation trees for all inputs of the same length (which
ismore than circuit preserving), then we can call the produced arithmetic circuits CM(|x|). The trans-
ducer then describes a circuit family CM .
Now we say that a family C of arithmetic circuits is UFBT-uniform (full binary tree uniform) if
it can be described in the above way by a polynomial-time alternating transducer, which produces
only full binary computation trees.
A family SLP of straight-line programs is UFBT-uniform if there exists a polynomial-time non-
deterministic transducerwhich produces only full binary computation trees and, for input x, outputs
as a leaf string the straight-line program SLP|x| with the instructions as leaves.
The deﬁnition for matrix programs is analogous: we have to ﬁnd a polynomial-time transducer
which outputs the matrices of MP|x| on its leaves.
The circuit families we deal with in the next section will always be of exponential size; hence
the run-time of the alternating transducer is logarithmic in the circuit size. This means that our
uniformity condition is even stricter than Ruzzo’s logtime-uniformity UD (cf. [16]).
3. Result
We will make use of two technical lemmas:
Lemma 4. P ⊆ UFBT-ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(2n
O(1)
, nO(1)).
Proof. We know that P = UL-SIZE(nO(1)) (see [16] Corollary 2.30.). Consider a language D ∈ P.
Then there exists a transducer M which produces, on input 1n, binary Boolean circuits Bn of size
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and height p(n), for some polynomial p , which accept all x with |x| = n and x ∈ D. Since the space
complexity of M is log(p(n)), its time complexity is 2log(p(n)) = p(n). This means that M is a poly-
nomial-time transducer.
For x, y ∈ {0, 1} it holds that ¬x = 1+ (−1) · x, x ∨ y = x · (1+ (−1) · y)+ y and x ∧ y = x · y .
So, by replacing Boolean gates with binary arithmetic circuits which compute the same value one
can ﬁnd a binary arithmetic circuit family A with size and height 4 · p(n) which uses constant gates
1 and −1 and with A|x|(x) = B|x|(x) for all x ∈ . Of course there is a polynomial-time transducer
MA which describes A.
We have to ﬁnd an alternating polynomial-time transducer M ′ which produces a family of full
binary arithmetic circuits CM ′ with CM ′(|x|)(x) = A|x|(x).
M ′(x)will ﬁrst simulateMA(1|x|) and write down A|x| on its work tape. Then it will build a compu-
tation tree which resembles A|x|. But since A|x|, as an arithmetic circuit, need not be a tree whereas
CM ′(x) has to be a tree, some modiﬁcations have to be made.
Every sub-circuit of A|x| whose result is used by more than one gate will be replicated once for
each usage of its result. This replication will start at the root gate.
The resulting binary arithmetic circuit CM ′(x) can be of exponential size, but its height is identical
to that of A|x|. It can easily be padded so that it is fully balanced.
Since the height of TM ′(|x|) = CM ′(|x|) is 4 · p(|x|), its size is at most 24·p(|x|). Since CM ′(|x|)(x) =
A|x|(x) = B|x|(x), we know thatCM ′ decidesD. This showsD ∈ UFBT-ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(2n
O(1)
,
nO(1)). 
Lemma 5. Let f ∈ #APTIME. Then there exists a polynomial r such that for every polynomial q
with q  r there exists a circuit preserving APTIME TMMq with computation trees of depth exactly
q(|x|), for which holds: f(x) = #(Mq, x).
Proof. Let f ∈ #APTIME. We know #PSPACE = #APTIME. So, there is an NPSPACE TMMf
which shows f ∈ #PSPACE.We go full circle and use the proof of Proposition 3 to show that there
exists an APTM M ′ which depends on Mf with f(x) = #(M ′, x) for all x ∈ . But we enhance the
proof a little bit thus showing that M ′ produces completely balanced binary computation trees:
Let x be an input toMf of length n. Without changing the number of accepting paths ofMf on x,
we can pad all computations so they are of the same length 2p(n) for some polynomial p(n); we can
also assume there is a unique accepting conﬁguration. Consider the following alternating algorithm,
reach(C ,D,K), which accepts if and only if conﬁguration D is reachable from conﬁguration C in
exactly 2k steps.
function reach(C ,D, k);
begin
if k = 0
then
if D is reachable from C in one step
then accept
else reject
else∨
E[reach(C ,E, k − 1) ∧ reach(E,D, k − 1)]
end
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In the above code, we use
∨
E to denote that a conﬁguration E is chosen existentially. This exis-
tential branching can be done with a complete binary tree. If the number of conﬁgurations is not a
power of 2, we can pad with nonreachable conﬁgurations. Similarly, we use ∧ to denote universally
branching. So, one call of the function reach(C ,D, k) yields a completely balanced computation
tree. The recursive call “[reach(C ,E, k − 1) ∧ reach(E,D, k − 1)]” hangs two complete trees of the
same size on each leaf of the ﬁrst tree. This continues until k = 0 and the whole computation tree
is completely balanced.
Since the construction of the computation tree does not depend on the input, but only on the
input length, all computation trees for inputs of the same length are equal.
The alternating algorithm that simulates Mf on input x is simply the call reach(init, acc, p(n)),
where init is the initial conﬁguration ofMf on input x, and acc is the unique accepting conﬁguration.
Since it can be shown by induction over k that the number of computation paths from C to D of
length exactly 2k equals the number of accepting computation trees of reach(C ,D, k), the number
of accepting computations of Mf on input x equals the number of accepting computation trees of
reach(init, acc, p(n)).
So,M ′(x) computes reach(init, acc, p(n)). Let h:→  be the functionwhich describes the height
of the computation tree depending on the input length. We can ﬁnd a polynomial which is an upper
bound for h. This polynomial will be our desired r. The TMsMq for polynomials q  r will, on input
x, compute q(|x|) and simulateM ′(x)while counting the height of the computation tree.WhenM ′(x)
has ﬁnished at height h(|x|) the computation tree will be padded by q(|x|)− h(|x|) steps while not
changing the number of accepted paths. 
Ourmain result now gives a characterization of FPSPACE in terms of counting classes, arithme-
tic circuits, straight-line programs, matrix programs and leaf languages. The statement of Theorem
2 from the Introduction is equality (1 = 8) of the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let  be the set of all 3× 3 matrices over {−1, 0, 1} and F:∗ →  with
F(N1, . . . ,Nn) =def
(
1 0 0
) ·
(
n∏
i=1
Ni
)
·

 10
0

.
The following complexity classes are equal:
(1) FPSPACE
(2)Gap-PSPACE
(3) #PSPACE− #PSPACE
(4) #APTIME− #APTIME
(5)UFBT-ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(2
nO(1) , nO(1))
(6)UFBT-SLP-SIZE-REG(2
nO(1) , 3)
(7)UFBT-MP-SIZE-DIM(2
nO(1) , 3)
(8) F-FP
Proof.
(1 ⊆ 3): Let f ∈ FPSPACE.We have to ﬁnd twoNPTMsM1,M2 with f(x) = #p (M1, x)− #p (M2, x)
for all x ∈ .
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Let Mf be the PSPACE transducer which computes f . We can easily ﬁnd two PSPACE trans-
ducersM+f andM
−
f which simulateMf and compute max{f(x), 0} and max{−f(x), 0}, respectively.
Both machines compute functions in FPSPACE+ and it holds that f(x) = M+f (x)−M−f (x).
This means FPSPACE ⊆ FPSPACE+ − FPSPACE+. But since we know that FPSPACE+ =
#PSPACE, it follows FPSPACE ⊆ #PSPACE− #PSPACE.
(2 = 3): “⊇”: Let f ∈ Gap-PSPACE. Let Mf be the NPSPACE machine which shows f ∈ Gap-
PSPACE. Then f(x) = acc(Mf , x)− rej(Mf , x).
By deﬁning the NPSPACE-TM M+f as Mf we get acc(M
+
f , x)=acc(Mf , x). We deﬁne the
NPSPACE-TM M−f as follows: M
−
f (x) simulates Mf (x) and inverses acceptance and rejection.
This means acc(M−f , x) = rej(Mf , x).
But now we have f(x) = acc(M+f , x)− acc(M−f , x), which gives us f ∈ #PSPACE− #PSPACE.
“⊆”: Let f ∈ #PSPACE− #PSPACE. Then there exist two NPSPACE-TMs M1 and M2 with
f = acc(M1, x)− acc(M2, x). We deﬁne a new NPSPACE-TM Mf which behaves the following
way on input x: First, it forks in two branches. On the ﬁrst it simulates M1(x) and if M1
accepts, Mf accepts, too. If M1 rejects, Mf forks in two paths; on the ﬁrst it accepts and on the
second it rejects.
On the second branch of the ﬁrst forking M2 will be simulated. If M2 accepts, Mf forks in two
paths; on the ﬁrst it accepts and on the second it rejects. IfM2 rejects, Mf rejects, too.
It is easy to see that acc(Mf , x)− rej(Mf , x) = acc(M1, x)− acc(M2, x). But this means f ∈
Gap-PSPACE.
(3 = 4): Immediate from Proposition 3.
(4 ⊆ 5): Let f ∈ #APTIME− #APTIME. So, there exist two APTIME TMs M1 and M2 with
f(x) = #(M1, x)− #(M2, x) for all x ∈ ∗. Let M ′1 and M ′2 be two circuit preserving APTIME TMs
which both produce computation trees of height q(|x|) for some polynomial q and for which holds
#(M1, x) = #(M ′1 , x) and #(M2, x) = #(M ′2, x). Lemma 5 assures that such TMs exist.
The computation trees TM ′1(x) and TM ′2(x) canbe viewed as arithmetic circuitswhich output#(M
′
1 , x)
and #(M ′2, x), respectively. We will now build a new circuit preserving transducerM ′ with computa-
tion trees of height q(|x|)+ 2, which only produces constant arithmetic circuits and with CM ′(x) =
#(M ′1 , x)− #(M ′2, x):
M ′(x) forks existential. On both pathsM ′(x) then forks universal. On path 1,M ′1(x) will be simu-
lated. On path 2, a completely balanced binary computation tree of height q(|x|)with only universal
forks will be built and on all paths of this subtree M ′(x) will output 1. We will call the arithmetic
circuit without input corresponding to this subtree CS1 . On path 3, a completely balanced binary
computation tree of height q(|x|) with only existential forks will be built and on its ﬁrst pathM ′(x)
will output −1. On all other paths of the subtree 0 will be output. We will call the arithmetic circuit
without input corresponding to this subtree CS2 . On path 4,M
′
2(x) will be simulated. It is easy to see
thatCS1 = 1 andCS2 = −1. This leads toCM ′(x) = (CM ′1(x) ∗ 1)+ (−1 ∗ CM ′2(x)) = #(M ′1 , x)− #(M ′2, x).
We have to ﬁnd an alternating polynomial-time transducer M which produces only full binary
computation trees and which describes for each input x an arithmetic circuit C|x| (only dependent
on the input length) with C|x|(x) = #(M ′1 , x)− #(M ′2, x).
M ′ is circuit preserving, which means that its computation trees are only dependent on the input
length—apart from the leaves, which depend on the input. But the only leaves which really depend
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on the input are the ones of the subtrees TM ′1(x) and TM ′2(x). Each of those leaves can be computed in
deterministic polynomial time. So, we can ﬁnd a polynomial-time transducer M ′p which, for input
(x, n) with 1  n  2q(|x|)+2, computes the output of path n of M ′(x). But, according to Lemma 4,
we can ﬁnd an arithmetic polynomial-time transducerM ′c which produces an arithmetic circuit that
computes M ′p (x, n).
So,M(x) simulatesM ′(x) and, after ﬁnishing path n of its computation tree it simulatesM ′c(x, n).
With this simulation another arithmetic circuit will replace the leaf n of CM ′(x). But that circuit has
a virtual input of (x, n). If one of its input leaves refers to a bit of the n part of its input,M(x) has to
replace that input gate by a constant gate which equals the bit of n.
After all the trees of the M ′p (x, n) have been blown up to equal size, the resulting TM(x) de-
pends solely on the input length, is a full binary computation tree, the output on its leaves will
consist of {−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , |x| + 1} and for its corresponding arithmetic circuit we have C|x|(x) =
#(M ′1 , x)− #(M ′2, x).
We conclude that f ∈ UFBT-ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(2n
O(1)
, nO(1)).
(5 ⊆ 6): Let f ∈ UFBT-ARITH-SIZE-DEPTH(2n
O(1)
, nO(1)). Then there is an alternating polyno-
mial-time transducerM which only produces fully balanced computation trees andwithCM(|x|)(x) =
f(x).
It is known ([2], see also [16], Theorem 5.15) that the computation of an arithmetic circuit over the
integers can be simulated by a straight-line programwith only 3 registers. Let P|x| be the straight-line
program that simulates the arithmetic circuit CM(|x|). We will now show that there is a nondeter-
ministic polynomial-time transducerMS which, on input x, computes on each path one instruction
of P|x|, so that on the leaves of the computation tree of MS the complete straight-line program—in
correct order—will be found. We will sayMS(x) describes P|x|.
We will rely on the proof of Theorem 5.15 in [16]. There, following Ben-Or and Cleve [2], the no-
tion of offset is introduced: Let C be an arithmetic gate and {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3} be the set of registers.
We want to ﬁnd a straight-line program which offsets register Rj by Ri ∗ fC and a program which
offsets register Rj by −Ri ∗ fC . The proof shows that this is possible. The programs look like this:
If C is an input gate, the programs are Rj ← Rj + fC ∗ Ri and Rj ← Rj − fC ∗ Ri, respectively.
If C has predecessors D and E and fC = fD + fE or fC = fD ∗ fE , then we can construct the pro-
grams for fC under the assumptions that we have straight-line programs which do the job for fD
and fE :
Existential gate (fC = fD + fE)
Offset Rj by Ri ∗ fC :
(1) offset Rj by Ri ∗ fD;
(2) offset Rj by Ri ∗ fE ;
(3) offset Rj by Ri ∗ fE ;
(4) offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fE .
Offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fC :
(1) offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fD;
(2) offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fE ;
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(3) offset Rj by Ri ∗ fE ;
(4) offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fE .
The last 2 subprograms in both programs are dummy programs to obtain a number of 4
subprograms.
Universal gate (fC = fD ∗ fE)
Offset Rj by Ri ∗ fC :
(1) offset Rj by −Rk ∗ fE ;
(2) offset Rk by Ri ∗ fD;
(3) offset Rj by Rk ∗ fE ;
(4) offset Rk by −Ri ∗ fD.
Offset Rj by −Ri ∗ fC :
(1) offset Rj by Rk ∗ fE ;
(2) offset Rk by Ri ∗ fD;
(3) offset Rj by −Rk ∗ fE ;
(4) offset Rk by −Ri ∗ fD.
We see that each of the programs uses exactly 4 subprograms and in each subprogram the re-
sult of only one arithmetic gate is used. So, if we have a completely balanced arithmetic circuit
of depth d—which is true for C|x|—the resulting straight-line program will consist of exactly 4d
instructions.
We will use the notion of conﬁgurations. The information needed to express the conﬁguration
on a certain computation step is the contents of the work tapes, the positions of the heads and
the state of the transducer. For a transducer N , input x, and conﬁguration c we will call N(x, c)
the computation of N on input x which starts in conﬁguration c. It yields the computation tree
TN(x,c).
Let c be a conﬁguration reached byM on input x. Let the state ofM at conﬁguration c be universal
resp. existential or an end state.M(x, c) builds a computation tree TM(x,c) which can be expressed as
an arithmetic circuit as shown. Let G(x, c) be the root gate of TM(x,c). We will now prove by induc-
tion over the height h of TM(x,c) that there exists an nondeterministic polynomial-time transducer
M ′s which can describe the straight-line program which offsets register Ri by Rj ∗ fG(x,c) and the
straight-line program which offsets register Ri by −Rj ∗ fG(x,c) for i /= j.
h = 0: The root gate G(x, c) is the only gate of TM(x,c); this means that the computation ofM
is in an end state. There,M(x, c) outputs a value fG(x,c) ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , |x| + 1}. If the
straight-line program to be described is “Offset Rj by Ri ∗ fG(x,c),” then M ′S outputs
the straight-line instruction “Rj ← Rj + fG(x,c) ∗ Ri” and if the program was “Offset
Rj by −Ri ∗ fG(x,c)” then “Rj ← Rj − fG(x,c) ∗ Ri” is written.
h→ h+ 1: G(x, c) has two successor gates D(x, c1) and E(x, c2) where c1 and c2 are the conﬁg-
urations reached by M(x, c) while computing the left resp. right side of the branch-
ing at gate G(x, c) until the new branching points D(x, c1) resp. E(x, c2) are reached.
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Let G(x, c) wlog. be a universal gate and the straight-line program to be described
wlog. be “Offset Rj by Ri ∗ fG(x,c).”
M ′S(x, c) forks in 4 branches (since we want a binary tree this is done in two steps) and
describes the following straight-line programs on the branches:
(1) offset Rj by −Rk ∗ fE(x, c2);
(2) offset Rk by Ri ∗ fD(x, c1);
(3) offset Rj by Rk ∗ fE(x, c2);
(4) offset Rk by −Ri ∗ fD(x, c1).
This is done by simulating the left path of M(x, c) for branches (2) and (4) and the
right path for branches (1) and (3) until the gates D(x, c1) resp. E(x, c2) are reached.
By the induction hypothesis we know that the straight-line programs in (1)–(4) can be
described by M ′S .
The machine MS on input x forks in two branches. On the ﬁrst branch a full binary compu-
tation tree of height d will be spanned. On its leaves will be written dummy instructions, e.g.,
R1 ← R1 + 0 ∗ R1. Only on its last two leaves the following instructions will be written:
(1) R2 ← R2 + 1 ∗ R1
(2) R1 ← R1 − 1 ∗ R2
On the second branch of the ﬁrst forking,MS(x) will simulateMA(x) until the ﬁrst universal resp.
existential state is reached. Let the conﬁguration ofMA at this state be cA. NowM ′S will describe the
straight-line program “Offset register R1 by R2 ∗ fG(x,cA).”
Thus, MS(x) describes the program P|x|, and, since P computes f , we conclude that f ∈ UFBT-
SLP-SIZE-REG(2n
O(1)
, 3).
(6 ⊆ 7): In Theorem 5.35 of [16] it was proved that each instruction of a straight-line program can
easily (in polynomial time) be replaced by a matrix such that the resulting matrix program is com-
putationally identical to the straight-line program. The number of used registers in the straight-line
program will be the dimension of the matrices. Refer to [16] for details.
(7 ⊆ 8): Let f ∈ UFBT-MP-SIZE-DIM(2n
O(1)
, 3). Then, there is a nondeterministic polynomial-
time transducer M which describes a family of matrix programs which computes f . Let h be the
function which computes the number of leaves of TM(x) and let g be the function which, on input
(x, n), computes the matrix computed on path n of TM(x), where the variables xi are replaced by the
ith bit of x. Since both these functions are in FP, f ∈ F-FP.
(8 ⊆ 1): Let f ∈ F -FP. This means, there are two polynomial-time computable functions g:∗ ×
→  and h:∗ →  such that for all x, f(x) = F(g(x, 1), . . . , g(x, h(x))).
The matrices g(x, i) can easily be computed in polynomial space. We have to prove that the result
f(x) = ( 1 0 0 ) ·
(
h(x)∏
i=1
g(x, i)
)
·

 10
0


can be computed in polynomial space, too. Our problem is the fact that h(x) can be exponential in
|x| and this means that not only there are exponentially many matrices g(x, i)—which cannot all be
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stored in polynomial space—but also the entries of the matrix
∏h(x)
i=1 g(x, i) can grow exponential in
h(x) which gives them an exponential length in |x|.
But these difﬁculties can be overcome by a method used, e.g., in the proof of #APTIME ⊆
FPSPACE in [10]:
Let prod(x, a, l) =∏min{a+2l−1,h(x)}i=a g(x, i); then we have
f(x) = ( 1 0 0 ) · prod(x, 1, |h(x)|) ·

 10
0

.
Furthermore, we can use the following fact to ﬁnd a recursive procedure to compute f(x):
prod(x, a, l+ 1) =prod(x, a, l)· prod(x, a+ 2l, l).
We are still not able to write down the partial products prod(x, a, l) because of their size, but we
will deﬁne a recursive procedure bit(i, j, k , x, a, l) which computes the kth bit of entry (i, j) of the
matrix prod(x, a, l):
function bit(i, j, k , x, a, l);
begin
if l = 0
then
return the kth bit of entry (i, j) of matrix g(x, a)
else
return the kth bit of entry (i, j) of matrix prod(x, a, l− 1) · prod(x, a+ 2l−1, l− 1)
end
Since there are well-known algorithms which compute addition and multiplication in logarith-
mic space we can compute the matrix product of two—in |x|—exponentially sized matrices in space
polynomial in |x|. If we want a certain bit of the output we just have to run this algorithm and
discard its output until we arrive at the desired output bit. Whenever the algorithm asks for a bit
of its input we make a recursive call to bit.
The depth of the recursion is |h(x)|, which is polynomial in |x|. On each step of the recursion
we need space logarithmic in the size of matrices prod(x, b,m) with 0  m  |h(x)| which again is
polynomial in |x|. Hence the computation of bit(i, j, k , x, a, l) can be done in polynomial space. So,
since the desired result f(x) is the entry (1, 1) of the matrix prod(x, 1, |h(x)|), we can output it by
successive calls to bit(1, 1, k , x, 1, |h(x)|). 
LetC beaBoolean circuit.C deﬁnes thewordover {0, 1}whose ithbit is givenby theoutput ofC on
input i. (In this way, actually onlywordswhose length is a power of 2 can be deﬁned by circuits; how-
ever, there are different ways to handle arbitraryword lengths, for technical details see, e.g., [13].) Say
that the succinct version of a language L is the set of all those Boolean circuits that deﬁne words in L.
Helmut Veith showed that if a complexity class C is characterized by a leaf language L, then the
succinct version of L is complete for C under First-order projections [13]. First-order projections [8]
are a uniform version of Valiant’s projection reductions [12]. Thus, we conclude:
Corollary 7. The succinct encoding of the problem, given a sequence of 3× 3 matrices over {−1, 0, 1},
to determine if the entry in the upper left corner of the product is nonzero, is complete for PSPACE
under ﬁrst-order projections.
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Proof. It is immediate from Theorem 6 that the function F in its decision version (“Is the upper
left entry in the product of the input matrices nonzero?”) is a leaf language for PSPACE. Thus, our
corollary follows using Veith’s result. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 8. There is a ﬁnite automaton M with output such that for the function fM computed by M ,
we have: fM -FP = FPSPACE.
Proof. Let f ∈ FPSPACE. Then, the set of all pairs (x, i) such that the ith bit of f(x) is on is in
PSPACE. Express this PSPACE language using NPTM M and some regular leaf language B with
nonsolvable syntactic monoid. Now deﬁne a NPTM M ′ operating as follows: On input x, M ′ ﬁrst
branches for all values of i in a certain exponential range, and then simulatesM on input (x, i). Also,
we have to make sure that the blocks for different values of i are separated by a certain symbol #
in the leaf string. Consider the ﬁnite automaton M ′′ reading the leaf string of M ′ and operating as
follows: while reading leaf symbols within a block for some i, it simulates a ﬁnite automaton M ′′′
for B. WhenM ′′ encounters a block marker #, it outputs 1 iffM ′′′ is in a ﬁnal state, and 0 otherwise.
In the next block, M ′′ resumes the simulation of M ′′′ in its initial state. Thus, M ′′ outputs a binary
value when it reads a # and produces no output for other leaves. The outputs at a block marker,
however, are exactly the bits of the value f(x). 
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